
DESIGNED TO PERFORM

TERRAZZO 
FLOORING 
COLOR CARD



SPECIFICATION SUPPORT

Looking for a specific gray? We’ll help you 
find the exact match from well over 50 
shades. Need to match a di�cult red in a 
corporate logo? We can precisely dial in 
the tint with customizable color matching 
for any design.  

Contact your Sherwin-Williams sales 
representative or swflooring@sherwin.com 
for assistance with your terrazzo project.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHT

AFTER CONSIDERING OTHER OPTIONS, THE DESIGN TEAM FOR THE NEW 
ADDITION TO DELANO HIGH SCHOOL SPECIFIED RESUFLOR™ TERRAZZO TG FROM 
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS HIGH PERFORMANCE FLOORING FOR NEARLY THE ENTIRE 
FLOOR, BASED ON ITS HIGH DURABILITY, EASE OF CLEANING, COLOR-MATCHING 
CAPABILITIES, OVERALL AESTHETICS AND LOW LIFETIME COSTS.



NATURAL, OPULENT MATERIALS TURN FLOORS INTO WORKS OF ART

A stunning lobby. A sophisticated school. Colored marble, granite chips or other approved 
aggregates are combined with high solids and pigmented epoxy resin and then polished to 
reveal their natural beauty. Explore the unlimited color and aggregate pattern possibilities 
for a floor that complements your structure’s design. 

COST EFFECTIVE AND EXTREMELY HARD WEARING

Terrazzo’s amazing aesthetics are only the beginning. The easy-to-clean and seamless finish 
is ideal for high-traffic areas such as schools, airports, hotels, hospitals, convention centers 
and government buildings. And it’s cost effective. Terrazzo floors will typically last the 
lifetime of the structure. While other flooring options may require many repairs or eventual 
replacement, terrazzo floor systems require minimal maintenance.

A SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION

Sherwin-Williams Resuflor TG system meets Green Building Council’s LEED® requirements for 
low-emitting materials as well as materials and resources credits. Its long lifecycle and minimal 
maintenance needs offer a lower environmental impact compared to other flooring options.  
In addition, terrazzo requires only water and neutral liquid cleaner to maintain its finish.

Timeless designs that last 
the life of your structure.



TERRAZZO FLOORING COLOR CARD

SW40-1001TZ 

SW90-1005TZ

SW90-1009TZ

SW40-1014TZ

*Formulations using premium aggregates will increase the cost compared to standard aggregates. This reproduction approximates actual color.  
This reproduction may not match actual finished system. Variations may be encountered on actual projects based on gloss, finish coat and texture.  
We recommend actual approvals to be based on contractors’ submitted actual samples.

SW40-1002TZ 

SW90-1006TZ

SW90-1010TZ

SW50-1015TZ

SW50-1003TZ

SW40-1007TZ

SW40-1012TZ

SW40-1016TZ

SW50-1004TZ

SW40-1008TZ

SW90-1013TZ 

SW80-1018TZ

TERRAZZO COLORS



SW10-1035TZ

SW10-1019TZ

SW10-1027TZ

SW10-1031TZ

SW10-1036TZ

SW40-1020TZ

SW10-1024TZ

SW10-1028TZ

SW10-1032TZ

SW10-1021TZ

SW10-1025TZ

SW80-1033TZ

SW80-1022TZ

SW70-1026TZ

SW20-1030TZ

SW70-1034TZ



SW20-1039TZ

SW20-1023TZ

SW20-1043TZ

SW20-1047TZ

SW10-1040TZ

SW40-1044TZ

SW10-1048TZ

SW20-1037TZ

SW20-1041TZ

SW10-1045TZ

SW20-1029TZ

SW20-1049TZ

SW20-1038TZ

SW20-1042TZ

SW20-1046TZ

SW20-1050TZ

TERRAZZO BRIGHTS & LIGHTS



SW20-1051TZ

SW20-1055TZ

SW20-1052TZ

SW20-1056TZ

SW20-1059TZ

SW20-1061TZ

SW10-1053TZ

SW10-1057TZ

SW20-1060TZ

SW20-1062TZ

SW20-1054TZ

SW20-1058TZ

Visit sherwin-williams.com/resin-flooring  
or email swflooring@sherwin.com  
to learn more about Sherwin-Williams  
High Performance Flooring.

SERVICE THAT STANDS OUT

Sherwin-Williams is your total solutions 
provider with the products you need and 
the service you deserve. Benefit from 
same or next-day delivery and gain access 
to local inventory at more than 4,750 
company-owned distribution points. 

Take advantage of our technical 
service team, which provides extensive 
manufacturer equipment training, to  
ensure proficiency throughout your  
entire coatings process.
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THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS DIFFERENCE

Sherwin-Williams High Performance Flooring delivers unique, sustainable flooring 
solutions to help your facilities maintain the highest level of performance from the ground 
up. Our extensive portfolio of resinous flooring, structural steel and passive fire protection 
helps customers protect lives, enhance safety, safeguard assets and create a lasting 
aesthetic legacy. From sports arenas to convention centers, airports and healthcare 
facilities, Sherwin-Williams brings exceptional industry, product and technical expertise to 
ensure successful project outcomes.

Unparalleled
distribution network

Global
industry expertise

Most extensive sales
organization coverage

Unmatched technical
and specification service




